Kaiser. Performance counts.

Impressive technology to master tough challenges.

KAISER MOBILE
WALKING EXCAVATORS

PERFORMANCE
AND EFFICIENCY
WHEN PERFORMANCE COUNTS
The S10 and S12 Allroad represent the latest generation of
KAISER mobile walking excavators. They set new standards in
performance and efficiency.
Revolutionary hydraulic system ELIS
Electronic Load-Independent System. Intelligent control guarantees the
optimum distribution of hydraulic power to the individual consumers.
That means you always have maximum performance – and precisely
where you need it in any given operating situation.
Stage IIIB emissions standards and more engine power
The four-valve twin turbocharger engine features cutting-edge
technology which ensures ample power reserves for travel drive,
boom and attachments.

WHEN
PERFORMANCE
COUNTS
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INNOVATION AWARD FOR
DESIGN AND FUNCTIONALITY
Enhanced driver experience
Intelligent design isn’t just visible – it’s also palpable. The cab and superstructure form a perfectly
coordinated whole. The S10 and S12 Allroad cannot fail to impress with functional operating
elements inside and a highly professional exterior design. These vehicles have been developed with
a clear focus on meeting the arduous demands of practical operation in difficult terrain.
All-round visibility
An excellent field of vision gives the driver an optimum view of his working zone. In addition,
the impressively clear instrument layout enables the driver to work with precision.

KAISER. An innovative company since 1913.
First walking excavator in 1965.
We consistently draw on our in-depth experience for the
continuous development of our mobile walking excavators,
not only in terms of function and quality but also in design.
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THE ULTIMATE DRIVERFRIENDLY COCKPIT
Everything has been consistently designed with the needs of
the driver in mind – from the joystick to the driver’s seat. Visibility, ergonomics and comfort are the hallmarks of his workplace.
Great importance has been attached to the careful selection of
premium materials.
A large number of technically sophisticated details, optimum
ventilation/heating/cooling and the best possible noise insulation
are aimed at creating a working environment that increases
productivity by reducing fatigue. That way, the driver can
concentrate on the task at hand.
All the relevant information is readily visible on the display and
presented in a harmonised user interface. Navigation is intuitive.

FEEL AT HOME IN THE
WORKPLACE
Comfortable working climate
The positioning of the air vents has been chosen to prevent
the windscreen from misting up and to generate a comfortable
climate for the driver to work in. Fittings and finish are to the
highest standards. All hydraulic lines have been banished from
the cab. That reduces noise level and ensures greater safety.
Everything under control
The two joysticks developed by KAISER cater for every requirement.
The driver keeps his hand on the joystick – all key functions can
be controlled perfectly on one level. The display and all switches
are clearly arranged and logically positioned.

Joystick with 28 functions (proportional and digital), specially
designed for the mobile walking excavator

Ergonomic, heated seat with pneumatic suspension plus fore/aft isolator

9 air vents inside the cab for heating and air-conditioning

Integrated storage compartments and holders

Practical and convenient
Various shelves and storage compartments for backpack, provisions and work documents as well as a hands-free docking
station for a mobile phone are all geared to the needs of the
driver throughout his demanding working day. The ergonomic
seat has pneumatic suspension and offers a wide range of
adjustments to ensure a stress-free sitting posture.
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NO COMPROMISES ON POWER AND TECHNOLOGY
Stage IIIB emissions standards and more engine power
At the heart of the S10 and the S12 lies a Perkins diesel engine with high power and high torque
levels plus the option of either a 110 kW or a 129 kW version. Cutting-edge engine technology
based on a four-valve and (on the 129 kW model) twin turbocharger concept offers ample power
reserves. The huge torque of up to 750 Nm at just 1400 rpm enables outstanding, efficient
performance from the hydraulic system.
The integrated diesel particulate filter meets Stage IIIB of the European emissions standard.
The particulate filter system requires no servicing up to 8000 hours and is operable up to an altitude of 3000 m.
Large coolers arranged side by side with electronically controlled fan and reversible fan drive
enhance cooling performance and reduce noise levels.

HP version: 129 kW @ 2000 rpm

ELIS – The revolutionary hydraulic system from KAISER
The impressive performance of the new generation of mobile walking excavators is achieved
with KAISERtronic in combination with the newly developed hydraulic system known as the ELIS
(Electronic Load-Independent System).
KAISERtronic optimises the vehicle’s operational and travel characteristics. ELIS enables the
driver to actively influence the priority and performance of key functions via the display in order to
adapt the mobile walking excavator to suit prevailing working conditions.
The system can calculate the ideal hydraulic power at any given time thanks to the constant
communication between all components. The result: maximum power at the point of need plus
higher speed with reduced fuel consumption at the same time.
Carefully matched components and perfect fine tuning ensure that the KAISER S10 and S12
react optimally in any deployment scenario.

Ausleger 2014
/ ROTOline
ROTOline
– when performance counts
The ROTOline hydraulic circuit is designed for very power-intensive attachments. A separate
hydraulic pump supplies the circuit with up to 220 l/min. The flow rate and pressure can be
individually set with the accessory management system.

New performance benchmark
for travel drive
The innovative travel drive with infinitely
variable transmission eliminates the need
to shift gears. The maximum speed of 10 –
15 km/h (depending on type and tyre size)
and significantly higher pulling power create
a whole new driving experience.
The key element is the efficient control
system which regulates the engine and
hydraulic pump for the travel mode.
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BESPOKE SOLUTION FOR
EVERY DRIVER
Many characteristics of the operating elements can be individually selected and set as standard. Up to three driver profiles
can be stored. When drivers change, the appropriate personal
profile is simply called up at the press of a button.
Eco, Power or Fine mode. The multi-stage control of pump
output ensures maximum power trimmed to the respective
application and reduces fuel consumption.
For optimum efficiency in different applications, the driver
can set the oil distribution to suit his driving style by means
of the priority control.

Attachments
Five proportionally and digitally controlled hydraulic circuits for
different attachments make the KAISER S10 and S12 versatile
carrier vehicles.
Oil flow rates of max. 200 l/min and pressure up to 320 bar
allow the use of very power-intensive attachments.
Pressure, oil flow, priority and attachment response characteristics can be set with the accessory management system. Up
to ten tools can be stored. All the driver then has to do is select
the appropriate attachment and work can begin with maximum
efficiency and performance.

Hydraulic circuits
Circuit 1: double acting, proportional, max. 200 l/min, 320 bar
Circuit 2: double acting, proportional, max. 40 l/min, 320 bar
Circuit 3: double acting, proportional, max. 80 l/min, 320 bar*
Circuit 4: ROTOline, single-acting, max. 220 l/min, 350 bar*
Quick coupler circuit: double acting, 0-320 bar
Rope winch circuit – standard:
double acting, proportional, max. 40 l/min, 320 bar
Rope winch circuit – high flow*:
double acting, proportional, max. 100 l/min, 320 bar
Return
Leakage oil line*
*optional
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STABLE – EVEN IN
EXTREME TERRAIN
This is where KAISER mobile walking excavators have always been the industry benchmark
These vehicles owe their outstanding stability to the fact that their centre of gravity is low and
centrally positioned. Since their operating weight is significantly lower than is the case for
standard excavators in the same performance class, they can operate in absolute safety even
when working in extreme terrain.
The impressive lifting capacity is achieved through sturdy construction and boom kinematics
that have been successfully proven in practice under the most arduous conditions. And ideal
weight distribution means that capacity can be utilised over the boom’s entire reach.
Double-pivot steering ensures the utmost manoeuvrability and mobility. In the case of the
S12 Allroad, the ability to drive and steer with the wheels set in spread position makes this
model extremely universal.
When it comes to safety, the S10 and S12 offer genuine innovation. The driver’s cab withstands
a ROPS test load of over 17 tonnes.
Manufactured to the highest quality standards
Stress and deflection analyses using FEM calculation of steel structure
Multibody simulations of dynamic loads
> Many years of practical experience
>
>

KAISER mobile walking excavators program
S10,
S12 4x4,
S12 Allroad

New benchmark for performance and efficiency
From 10.2 t in various designs / all-wheel versions
Optionally with HP engine

S2, S2 4x4,
S2 Cross, S2 Gator

Best climbing characteristics and mobility
From 9.8 t in various designs / all-wheel versions
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Engine

Hydraulics

Perkins 1204E-E44TA
Torque

max. Leistung

110 kW / 150 hp @ 2000 rpm
560 Nm @ 2000 rpm

HP engine version
Perkins 1204E-E44TTA
Torque

max. Leistung

129 kW / 175 hp @ 2000 rpm
750 Nm @ 1400 rpm

Displacement

4400 ccm

Emissions standard

EU 97/68 Stage IIIB
US EPA Tier 4i

Slewing speed (power / speed)

5 rpm, 10 rpm

Slewing torque

55 000 Nm

Slewing ring

module 10

Travel speed

infinitely variable, 0-15 km/h,
depending on type and tyre size

Flow rate, working pump

max. 290 litres/min

320 bar

Flow rate, drive pump

max. 170 litres/min

400 bar

Flow rate, fan pump

max. 40 litres/min

200 bar

ROTOline

max. 220 litres/min

350 bar

Hydraulic system capacity

200 litres

Voltage

24 volts

Cooling system

4-circuit cooling system, coolers arranged side
by side with reversible fan drive for cleaning coolers

Breakout force

100.5 kN

Ripping force

71 kN

Diesel tank capacity (fuel tank / reserve tank)
> S10 und S12 4x4
> S12 Allroad

410 litres (140 l / 270 l)
280 litres (140 l / 140 l)

Service interval

500 operating hours

Weight
> S10
> S12 4x4
> S12 Allroad

Lifting capacity

S10

S12 Allroad

From 11 000 kg
From 12 000 kg
From 13 000 kg

3m

7700 kg

9200 kg

4m

5500 kg

6500 kg

Cabin

ROPS ISO 12117 / FOPS ISO 10262

6m

3300 kg

4000 kg

Cylinder

with joint bearings, all pulling loads leakage-free
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NO WORRIES – DIAGNOSIS MADE EASY
KAISERtronic enables simple and cost-effective monitoring of all electronic components at any time.
With KAISERtronic remote diagnostics, the service engineer can log into the excavator control
system via a modem, access all current data and perform the necessary troubleshooting.
He can even modify parameters when necessary. Downtime is reduced to a minimum or even
eliminated altogether.
Winning and constantly maintaining customer trust has long been one of KAISER’s strengths.
It goes without saying that the legendary reliability of KAISER mobile walking excavators is
an inherent feature of the latest generation S10 and S12 Allroad.
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Kaiser. Performance counts.

270032016 EN

Liechtenstein, Italy, Finland,
Austria and Slovakia. What does
it mean to have 5 international
plants and a network of over
100 sales and service partners
across 5 continents?

KAISER AG | LIECHTENSTEIN

MORO KAISER | ITALY

KAISER FAHRZEUGTECHNIK GMBH | AUSTRIA

KAISER EUR-MARK | FINLAND

Subject to change without notice. Technical specifications may change, depending on the
chosen options and accessories. All photos and diagrams are for illustration only.

KAISER EASTERN EUROPE | SLOVAKIA

Customer proximity and
regional support!

KAISER AG
Vorarlbergerstrasse 220
9486 Schaanwald, Liechtenstein
T +423 377 21 21
kaiserag@kaiser.li
www.kaiser.li

KAISER Fahrzeugtechnik GmbH
Gewerbestraße 4
6710 Nenzing, Austria
T +43 5525 641 80
mail@kaiser-fahrzeugtechnik.at
www.kaiser-fahrzeugtechnik.at

KAISER Eastern Europe s.r.o.
Priemyselná 604/5
922 02 Krakovany, Slovakia
T +421 33 7353 500
kaiser@kaiser-ee.sk
www.kaiser-ee.sk

MORO KAISER S.R.L.
Via Pontebbana, 16
33080 Fiume Veneto (PN), Italy
T +39 0434 951211
infomoro@morokaiser.it
www.morokaiser.it

KAISER EUR-MARK
Jakobstadsvägen 39
66900 Nykarleby, Finland
T +358 20 73 45 800
info@eurmark.fi
www.kaiser-eurmark.fi

